Abstract. It is significant for the operation optimization to build an accurate and reliable coal rate model of coal-fired power units corresponding to specific operation conditions and working boundaries. A hybrid modeling based on thermodynamic theory and fuzzy rough set (FRS) method was introduced to select the input variables and preprocess the large amount of practical operation data; the coal rate model was built to illustrate the energy-consumption behavior of power units. The realizable optimal benchmark was determined with revolutionary algorithm. The case study and validation result show that the resultant optimum state is effective for operation optimization and coal rate reduction of large coal-fired power units.
Introduction
Coal-fired power unit consists of subsystems, equipment and devices. It is of great uncertainties to illustrate and improve the economic performance of power units, especially considering the varying operation boundaries and working conditions such as power load rate, coal quality and ambient conditions in practical operation of coal-fired power units [1] . For this, it is difficult to make operation optimization and energy-saving diagnosis, the key problem of which is to build accurate and reliable models of thermal power system and energy-consumption features.
Conventional modeling methods for thermal power systems cover two categories i. e. mathematical modeling and data-driven modeling. The mathematical modeling is based on the mass, energy and exergy balance and is of explicit principle and outperformed generalization with several assumptions. With the energy balance and semi-empirical formula Chaibakhsh A. [2] built the nonlinear model of steam turbine and improved the operation performance with practical operation data; Gay R. [3] proposed a theoretical model to describe the condenser performance under different working conditions; Liu built the heat transfer model of drainage water coolers under varying operation conditions;
The data-driven modeling methods are introduced widely in information processing, uncertainty measuring, intelligent modeling and expert system building [5] [6] [7] . A clustering-based algorithm was used to describe the combustion process to get a higher boiler efficiency [5] ; a generalized regression neural network (GRNN) was proposed to express the nonlinear relationship between the operation parameters of boiler and NOx emissions [6] ; Wang [7] introduced an SVR-GA method to model the coal rate of coal-fired power unit.
The above methods are of certain constrains in modeling of thermal power system, including inexplicit description, local optimum and over fitting. A hybrid modeling approaches, combining mathematical and data-driven modeling, was proposed in this paper to describe the energy-consumption characteristics of coal-fired power units. FRS-based decision table reduction method was used in [9] to process the big data accumulated during the practical operation of coal-fired power units. In this paper, the exergy analytics and FRS were incorporated to model and determine the energy-consumption benchmark state.
Energy-consumption State of Coal-fired Power Units

Illustration of Energy-consumption State
Considering specific function and correlation, the operation parameters can be classified into 3 layers i. e. optimum targets (such as coal rate, boiler efficiency), control parameters (such as main steam pressure and temperature), operation parameters (such as coal quantity and air volume). In structure aspect, the operation parameters are categorized into different layers: parameter layer, system layer and unit layer.
(1) Parameter layer Parameter layer is composed of performance parameters, controllable and uncontrollable boundary parameters. The controllable parameter set is x  with controlled parameters. 
(1) (3) Overall system layer The energy consumption of overall unit under specific condition is shown in Eq. 2:
Energy-consumption Benchmark State of Coal-fired Power Units
The theoretical model of energy-consumption benchmark state can be determined in Eq.3:
.
Where, X is the key operation variables affecting the energy consumption of power units; ( ) f X is the optimal target function describing the economic performance of power 
Data-driven Hybrid Model for Operation Optimization of Coal-fired Power Units
Data-driven Operation Optimization
In recent years ubiquitous computing technologies lead to an abundance of staggeringly large datasets in various areas such as coal-fired power units. How to analyze these data effectively is clearly of importance. With the exergy analysis in Section 2, big data analytics emphasis the huge volume of data and imply that the collected data set covers almost the whole population as well. In this paper fuzzy rough set (FRS) is selected to perform big data analytics. FRS mainly deals with decision table with condition and decision attributes, thus reduction results in the simplified fuzzy decision rules by considering constant consistent degree of every fuzzy decision rule, i.e. fuzzy rough set aims to compress data effectively with less information loss.
Overview on Fuzzy Rough Set (FRS)
A fuzzy decision table can be noted as
, which consists of a finite universeU , a set of fuzzy conditional attributes C and a set of symbolic decision attribute D . . Thus the rules with higher strength will cover those with lower strength, and the latter will be deleted from the rule group. With attribute value reduction and rule covering system, we can derive a group of rules involving all objects in FDT . That is, concurrently, to simplify the decision table in both row and column. Detail description of these algorithms can be find in [9] and we omit detail introduction of them in order to avoid a lengthy paper.
Big Data-driven Hybrid Operation Optimization of Coal-fired Power units: Case Study Case Unit and Data Set Description
The above-mentioned hybrid model is performed on a 600MW subcritical coal-fired power unit. As shown in Tab. 1, the datasets are sampled from the DCS of case unit, and every data set covers specific load range, ambient temperature, different number of objects and attributes. The energy-consumption decision table is established with the coal rate as decision attribute, which include the boundary parameters such as load and circulating water temperature, operational parameters such as main steam temperature and pressure, etc. 
Determination of Energy-consumption Benchmark State
With FRS-based decision Tab. reduction, the condition attributes are reduced and the significance of specific attribute can be calculated. Considering the boundary constraints, the resultant set of parameters corresponds to the energy-consumption benchmark state. Fig. 1, 2 show the optimizing process and significance of each parameter under 50% condition. As shown in figures, with the increase of iteration times, the coal rate converges quickly. 1.14 1.19 1.44 The data-driven hybrid model reflects the key factors contributing to the energy consumption of coal-fired power units; in addition, the importance of individual parameters changes with practical operation, which means such a model performs well under different working conditions and operation boundaries.
Summary
There are considerable uncertainties and difficulties in conventional power system modeling and operation optimization of coal-fired power units. A hybrid modeling based on exergy analytics and FRS-based data-driven method was proposed to deal with the great volume of operation data and describe the energy-consumption behavior of coal-fired power units. The operation optimization was performed on a supercritical power unit with such a model, and the derived benchmark state leads to appreciable reduction energy consumption under different operation conditions of large coal-fired power units.
